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Ashurbanapal, who ruled over Assyria from 6 68
to 626 B. C. was the fourth member of a dynasty
established by Sargon in 721 B. C. Like his father
Esarhaddon (681—668 B. C.) and his grandfather
Sennacherib, (705—681 B. C.) a great part of his
reign was occupied with military campaigns, undertaken
chiefly to maintain the empire to which he succeeded,
rather than to enlarge it. The nations around did not
willingly submit to the Assyrian yoke imposed upon
them nor were the Assyrian rulers statesmen, who
could bring about an assimilation between conqueror
and conquered. As the wars waged by the Assyrians
were to a large extent plundering raids, simply on
an infinitely larger scale than the razzias of the Be-
douins, permanent results were achieved only by
constantly repeated assaults and even then to a limited
degree merely. The policy of Ashurbanapal, accord-
ingly, differed in no noteworthy respect from that
of his three predecessors. The three most important
countries that engaged his attention were Egypt, Elam
and Babylonia. Continuing the efforts of his father
to obtain a controlling influence over the land of the
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Nile, it seemed for a time as though he would suc-
ceed in adding this district to his domain, but the
movement ended in complete failure. Elam to the
east was a serious rival to Assyria, and the more so
as the danger was always at hand of a combination
between Elam and Babylonia against the mighty
Assyria. After a long and severe struggle, involving
a series of campaigns, Elam was reduced to a con-
dition of defencelessness if not of actual submission.
Before, however, this was accomplished, the dreaded
combination between Elam and Babylonia had taken
place, instigated by Shamashshumukin, Ashurbana-
paPs own brother, who had been placed in control of
Babylonia by Ashurbanapal himself. Shamashshum-
ukin, availing himself of the spirit of independence
which continued active in the south, plotted to make
himself king of Babylonia by espousing the cause of
the Babylonians against Assyria. In this plan he
was aided by Elam, and but for internal dissensions
that broke out there, the combination of the latter
with Babylonia might have succeeded in dealing a
severe blow at Assyrian supremacy. The withdrawal
of Elam, however, left Shamashshumukin in no condition
to withstand the onslaught of his brother who, entering
Babylon in triumph, inflicted severe punishment and
tortures upon those who had aided Shamashshumukin,
while the latter anticipated, through suicide, the fate
that was in store for him. The campaigns against
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Egypt, Elam and Babylonia are far from exhausting
Ashurbanapars warlike activity, and his inscriptions
of which we have a larger number than that of any
other Assyrian ruler, abound in names of places that
he passed through in the course of his expeditions.
Apart from their value as containing the annals of
his reign, it is this rich geographical information that
lends to Ashurabanapal's inscriptions a special interest.
The king was also active in beautifying his capital
with notable edifices. He decorated the walls in the
palace chambers with admirable sculptures, illustrative
chiefly of his campaigns, and, what is specially to his
credit, he gathered in his palaces the literary pro-
ductions of the south in copies specially made by his
scribes from the archives in the temples of Babylonia.
This royal library, unearthed at Nineveh by Layard
and Rassam in 1850—1854, is still the chief source
for our knowledge of the remarkable literature that
developed in the south and that was thus transferred
to the north. When Ashurbanapal died, Assyria ap-
peared to be at the height of her glory, but the
constant wars, though on the one hand the source
of her strength, proved to be her ruin. Unable to
withstand the advance of barbarous hordes — inde-
finitely known as the Scythians— who advanced from
the distant north and who were aided by combinations
1 from the east and south, Assyria fell in 606 B. C. —
only twenty years after Ashurbanapal's death.
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Of the numerous inscriptions that have been found
of this king in the course of excavations on the site
of Nineveh and elsewhere, the most important is the
splendidly preserved cylinder of 10 columns found by
Hormuzd Rassam in 1878. It was originally published
in the 5th volume of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of
Western Asia (London 1880) Plates I—X and the
autographed text of this edition is based on the official
publication.
For an account of the inscriptions of Ashurbanapal
with bibliographical references, see Bezold's Kurzge-
fasster Ueberblick iiber die Babylonisch-Assyrische
Literatur (Leipzig 1886) pp. 108—121; for the royal
library, Bezolds Catalogue of the Cuneiform Tablets
of the Kouyunjik Collection (5 vols. London 1889
—
1899); for accounts of the king's reign (with dis-
cussions of his inscriptions) the chapters on the period
in question in the Babylonian-Assyrian Histories of
Meyer (Geschichte des Alterthums, Bd. I, 1884),
Hommel (1885), Tiele (1886), Murdter und De-
litzsch (2d ed. 1891), Winckler (1892), Maspero
(The Passing of the Empires, 1900), and Rogers
(1900); also Jensens's valuable commentary in Schra-
der's Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek, Vol. II, pp. 152—236
and the forthcoming volume of Budge and King
"The Annals of the Kings of Assyria". A collection
of the inscriptions of Ashurbanapal so far as at the
time known was published with a translation (now
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antiquated) as early as 1871 by George Smith
(History of Assurbanipal, London 1871) and with
additional texts in transliteration and translation by
Samuel Alden Smith, 'Die Keilschrifttexte Asurba-
nipals' (3 Yols. Leipzig 1887— 1889). The translations
in this latter work, however, are not at all reliable,
and are superseded by those of Jensfn in German and
by those in English by John M. P. Smith in Harper's
Assyrian and Babylonian Literature (NewYork 1901)
pp. 94—130.
The text of this edition has been autographed by
the Rev. Robert J. Lau of New York City to whom
thanks are due for his painstaking and skillful labors,
while Mr. S. Herbert Langdon of Columbia Univer-
sity has prepared the glossary. The glossary is complete
so far as the entry of the nouns, verbs and particles
occurring in the text under the proper stems are
concerned, but passages have only been sparingly
referred to, where the word in question is of compara-
tively rare occurrence or for some other special reason.
To have extended the glossary to a concordance of all
the forms with reference to each passage would have
meant a considerable increase of bulk with a corres-
ponding increase of cost and without a corresponding
increase in usefulness. It is the hope of the editors,
provided the success of the series warrants it, to issue
at some future date a series of concordances to the
Assyrian and Babylonian historical texts. In order to
further save space, many of the explanations in the
glossary have been given in English only. To the
glossary there have been added by Mr. Langdon brief
explanatory notes — likewise in English only in order
to save space — and a list of ideographs. Mr. Langdon
will publish more extended notes on this inscription
of Ashurbanapal in the Journal of the American
Oriental Society, Vol. 24 part 1. The numbers attached
to the signs in the autographed text refer to the list
of ideographs; the letters in the autographed text
refer to the notes. The numbers in the glossary refer
to the columns and lines of the inscription. Numbers
in brackets with the letters Del represent references
to paragraphs in Delitzsch's Grammar — the reference
by paragraphs enabling the student to find the same
readily in either the German or the English edition
of the work.
July 1903. Morris Jastrow Jr.
ERRATA IN THE INTRODUCTION,
p. IX 1. 11 S. Herbert read Stephen.
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(1) Transliteration as in
Delitzsch's Assyrisches Worterbuch
« = «•. »» = n; N 3 = n (c)j
«" = y> N* = y, (£}•
(2) Translation of words in
English and German; translation of phrases generally in
English only but also in German where essential to a correct
understanding of the context.
(3) Abbreviations
Br = Briinnow classified List of Ideographs












bUtR 'alu to live in tents, in einem Zelte wohnen. Part, 'a 1 u.
ainel 'alu Tent-dweller 8' 24 . cf. 8 112 .
Dtf abu Father Vater pi. a be. ab abi Grandfather,
Grossvater.
abu month of Ab, Monat Ab, fifth month, of Assyrian
year, called month of the Bow star 9*.
D3N 1) be bright, hell sein ibbu shining, artistic hell,
2) be clean, rein sein II 1 cleanse reinigen,
pa abiktu Overthrow, Defeat, Niederlage.
abullu Great gate, grosses Tor.
3N abnu Stone, Stein pi. abne. Determinative before
names of jewels and stones.
"ON„ eberu cross over, ilberschreiten Prt. ebir.
nibirtu Crossing, Fartherside, Uberfahrt, Jenseits.
nibartu idem 5q6 .
eburu Produce, Feldertrag l 48 .
BON absenu [Del 65 35 ] Growth of plants, Wachstum
der Pflanzen; ab-sin-ni-su l* fi
,
r\2to ab&tu destroy, vernichten Prs. ibbat.
II 1 idem Prt. ubbit IV 1 escape, entfliehen Prt.
innabit.
Part, mimnabtu. Fugitive, Fluchtling 92G 3 101 .
JJN agagu be angry, ziirnen Prt. e g u g.
DjK agu Flood, Fluth aggu raging, ziirnend.
agu Crown, cresent of the moon, Krone l 3 .
p*t igsu evilly disposed, 6os£ 5 31 v. baranu.
"UK egirru Thought, Sinnen PL egirrti 10 71 [Del 67*].
ugaru Field, Feld pi. ugare.




igaru Outer wall, Wandumschliessung.
"!N» edu one, einer la edu not one, Keiner.
edis alone, allein edis ipparsid 8 42 .
edissu alone, einzig 7 124 . 10 12 .
"IN* adi until, fo's besides, nebst while, wahrend.
adi mahri-ia into my presence, to me, zumir.
b"!N<. edelu lock, schliessen III idem. Prt. udil.
ptf adattu Settlement, Wohnsitz PL adnati, People,
Volk 8 14
,
9 110 [Del 4.%].
tSHN» edesu be new, neu sein II 1 uddis renew erneuern
Precative lu-ud-dis 10 111 .
cssutu Newness, Zustand des Neuseins, ana essuti
anew l 114 [Del 48].
IN il umma urn a that, (ille), this, the same, jener,
dieser, derselbe 4 1G .
umma as follows, folgenderweise 2°\ 9 72 .
fl and, but, nevertheless, also, und
y
aber, trotzdem, auch.
!riK. ellamu [Del 65 36 ] before, vor ell am u- a 4 127 .
IWi be light, hell sein, Aiaru, month Ijjar, second month
of Assyrian year. Monat Ijjar (connected with
Heb. TIN).
DTK- ezebu allow to remain, lassen. Prt. ezib III 1 save,
retten Inf. suzubu.
TTK izzu strong, stark PL izzuti 7 53 .
bltt aziu an animal, ein Tier.
azlis like an animal, wie ein Tier [Del 80bnote].
IHK aim Brother, Bruder. PL ahe Fern. aMtu, Sister.
PL ahati 6 81 .
ahu nakru a fellow enemy.
aliamis mutually, gegenseitig 7 37
,
8 37 .
aMtu Broth erliness, Friendship, Bruderschaft 3 i08
,
1042 .
II n^ i ahu Side, Coast, Seite a hi tamtim, Sea-
coast, Kilste I 09
,
9 ,,G .
ahenna (= ahu -|~ annu) this side, diesseits. cf. l 12G for
ourselves, unter uns [Del 78].
IIInKa ahu strange, fremd, mamma ahu, any
stranger irgend, ein Fremder 6GG .
TPINi ahazu seize, comprehend, fassen. Prt. ehuz. Ill 1
Prt. usahiz cause to seize, fassen lassen cf, 7 123
cause fire to seize.
1. ihzu Knowledge, Kenntniss l 32 .
2. ihzu Covering, Uberzug 2 12
,
623 .
TlKi be behind, hinten sein.
aharru West, Westen, mat aharre Westland 3 !0S
[Del 65 37].
ahurru common soldier, Gemeiner Soldat [lit. one
who follows] 4 15 .
ahardinnu a thorny shrub Stachelwein 8 85 . Id. Gestin-
Gir(ra) = karanu + patru a vine with sharp
pricks.
IBtf etidu Fem. etittu [Del 48]. PL etdeti
Prickly thorn, Stechdorn *§ itdeti 885 .
-)fttf* eteru save, retten. In n. p. Bel-etir »Bel saves
Bel rettet" 3 02 .
">tf a (a-a) not, nicht. Particle of prohibition.
,
ta^» ekallu Palace, Palast. PL ekallati 5 130 . Id.
Ergal = bitu rabu.
"ID^i ekurrn Temple, Tempel. Id. E-kur » Mountain
house". Name of temple of Bel in Nineveh.
"PK '&ru aru depart, go on an expedition, weggehen,
sich auf den Weg machen. Prt. er. PL m. eru.
erumma 1 G0 perhaps for erubma v. TIN*.
rPN asi, iasi, iati, ati. Accusative of anaku, me,
mich [Del 556].
bDX akalu eat, essen. Prt. ekul III 1 Prt. usakil
cause (dogs) to eat 4 75 .
ukultil Food, Frass 4 81 .
DDK* ekemu rob, rauben cstr. inf. ekim 3 115 .
ekimmu disembodied spirit which wanders without
rest until its body is properly buried. Schatten-
geist 6 75 .
ikkimu violent, evil, grimmig [Del 65 24] 4 38 .
pNi iiknu Lapis lazuli, Lasurstein aban ukni 6 2B .
?tfi ilu God. Gott. PL ilani. Determ. before names
of Gods. Fem. iltu PL ilati Goddess, Gottin.
ilu bani-ia my divine father.
ilutu Divinity, Gottheit ilussun their divinity, ihre
Gottheit 10 31 .
rfttfi. alu Town, Stadt. Used also of small places v. ma-
hazu l/fllT PL alani. alu sarrutisu his
royal city, sein koniglicher Sitz.
i"6tt* Olfl 1) be high, hoch sein. Prt. eli.
2) ascend, hinaufsteigen 12 Prt. etelli 8 82 climb.
III1 cause to go up. Prt. useli, 3 n0 .
elll upper, what is above, oben bejindlich Fern, elitu
[Del 65 37 ] l 10 .
eli upon, to, unto, against, over, in addition to, auf,
entgegen, iiber, ausser eli sa urne pani more
than formerly lm, cf. 2°.
elis outwardly, dusserlich 380 .
"f?Ki alaku go, come, gehen. Prt. illik. Prs. illak.
Part, aliku. PI. alik uti.
aliktit idia my helpers, meine Heifer I 82
,
5 71 ;
1 2 Prs. i 1 1 a 1 1 a k to go about, einliergehen. 8 ! 1 7 .
allaku Messenger, Gesandter l 02 .
malaku Way, March. Gang 32
,
6 77 .
I^W 1) bind, binder Prt. ilul, 2 3 , 9 123 .
2) hang, hangen 2 3 , 7 50 .
allu Chain, Kette 2 10 . i? allu Basket, Korb 1092 .
ullu Chain, Kette 8 28
,
9 108 .




II W?8 be strong, stark sein. ellatu Strength, Starke,
Military forces 2 23 .
III bb& (?) ul not, nicht. Used only in declarative sentences.
6IV !?•** be bright, hell sein II 1 purify, waschen. Prt.
ullil 4 87 .
ellu magnificent, prdchtig.
Vtta rejoice, jubeln. Inf. elilu 6 102
,
10 9G .
Ululu month of Elul, Monat Elul, Sixth month 332 .
ullil distant, entfernt. PL ulltiti 490 , ultu ulla,
long ago, seit ferner Zeit 10 7 .
ellamu 4 127 v. b)8.
Elamu [Del 65 37 ] Elamite, Elamit.
F|^ alpu. Ox, Ocfo. PL alpe, Horned cattle.
elippu Ship, Schiff. PL elippati.
yb$ be jubilant, jubeln III make to rejoice Inf. ul-
lusu 6 120 .
ultu from, out of, von
y
after, when, nachdem, ah.
ID&o emedu lay upon, auflegen. Prt. em id, put under
the yoke, untenoerfen (with niru understood)
e. g. 281 .
DDK amatu Word, Affair, Wort. PL a mate, am at
sarruti-ia my royal mandates, meine Konig-
liche Befehle.
bD8 amelu Man, Mensch. Determ. before names of
vocations, officials etc.
DDK ummu Mother, Mutter.
ammatu a linear measure. Ein Ldngenmass. Hebr.
nm Ell, Elle.
umamu Beast, Tier.
ptf ummanu [Del 65 20] 1) People, Volk. 2) Army,
Heer. PL ummanate used as singular (passim).
ummanu Artisan, skilled workman, Kiinstler I 32 .
Y^R be decreased, stopped, vermindert werden. Prt.
imesu 490 .
pDtt* emuku Strength, Kraft amel emuki Soldiers,
Soldaten 1 GG
,
8 71 . Without amel 7 98 .
nimeku Wisdom, Weisheit [Del 65 31 ].
IDtf. amd.ru 1) see, sehen. Prt. emur [Del 102],
Perm, amir, PL amru. Prs. immar. 2) behold,
ansehen. Prec. li-e-mur 10m .
tamartu Spectacle, Show, Schau, Besichtigung
.
II-)DKinieru [Del 32a and 65 12]. Ass, Esel Determ. before
beasts of burden and domestic animals. PL em ere.
immeru Sheep, Schaf. Sacrificial aminal e. g. 3 112
jtt enuma whenever, wann.
iua in, by, zn, durch ina eli to, zu.
ana against, up to, gegen, bis.
anuu Fern, annitu this, dieser, PL annuti, Fern,
annati [Del 576].
rtftf enbu Fruit, Frucht.
D2tf enu bend, beugenlV 1. Prs. innini, turned aside,
umgedndert inninnu 10°.
unutu [Del 65 5] Implement, Gefdss.
tenu resting place, Ruheplatz, Sleeping chamber,
Schlafgemach 10 51 .
rtitf be in ruins, baufallig werden. Prt. e n a h. Prs. i n n a h.
anliutu Ruin, Verfall. With su, anhussu.
1 pa anuu Sin, Misdeed, and then Penalty for sin,
Missetat, audi Strafe e. g. 8 i() .
8II pN 112 implore, pray, flehen. Prt. utnen. Part.
imitnennu [Del 65 37 ] Suppliant, Supplikant 7 95 .
iiiminu Prayer, Gebet.
eninna now, at this time jetzt, 4 72
,
furthermore,
also, auch 5 07 .
anuntil Opposition, Battle, Widerstand, Kampf e. g.
982 .
*pN appu Nose, Face, Nase, Antlitz, appu labanu
to cast oneself to the ground in prayer, sich platt
zu Boden werfen in Gebet 10 31 .
EfaK tenisetum Men, Mankind, Menschen, Memchheit
[Del 65 32].
assatu Wife, Weib.
DDK asatu PI. asati Reins, ZQgel, masak asati, l 34 .
asu a wild animal, wildes Tier 8 12 .
"IDtt eseru enclose, besiege, einschliessen. Prt. esir.
mesiru Covering., Uberzug [65 31 ].
JDK upnu Hand, Fist, Hand, Faust, upna 3 17 .
DDK apsu Ocean, Tiefe.
"1DN ipru Food, necessities of life, Lebensunterhalt. PL
iprati.
epru, epiru PL eprati. Earth, Dust, Staub. Syn-
onym of precious metal, als Synonym edler Me-
talle 690.
m* apsanu Yoke, Joch 2 77
,
7 88 [Del 65 35].
WON* epesu make, do, tun, machen. Prt. epuS. Prs.
ippus [Del 90note] ippus for appus 3 7 epus-
sunuti l 119 epusus 3 71 [Del 39^]. 12 ete-
9pus idem eteppus 4 77 . 13 Prt. etenippus
exercise, ausiiben 10 07 . Ill 1 Perm, supusu Fern,
sing supusat 62S be made, gemacht.
epistu PL epseti cstr. ipsit Deed, Act, Tat.
ipsit limuttim. Evil deed, bose Tat; then
penalty for wickedness, Strafe, epsetu [Del
69J another PI. construed as sing 4
53
. This
forms a double PI. epsete Workmanship,
Bauart 10 07
,
Treatment, Behandlung 9 71 .
Y& isu Tree, Wood, Baum, Holz, Determ. before na-
mes of woods and wooden implements. »§ niru
Yoke, Joch.
ym* USSU Sword, Schwert 985 .
"Eft* issuru Bird, Vogel. PL issure issur sami-e
888, 8 no . Determ. before and after names of birds.
Id. Hu.
bpH* eklu Field, Feld. PL eklati fertile lands, frucht-
bare Felder 3 7G .
ekir v. ")p\
IN eru Wood, Holz, erisina for erisina 10".
DIN eribii swarm of grasshoppers, Heuschrecken-
schwarm.
JIN* erebu enter, eintreten. Prt. erub. Prs. irrub.
erumm a 1 G0 v. TN, III, 1. cause to enter, ein-
treten lassen. Prt. userib. Prs. userab.
Inf. cstr. ereb, erib.
niribu Pass, Zugang 7 U°, Door Tur 8 14 .
arba'u four, vier v. «0"i.
10
TIN ardu Slave, Knecht. PL ardani. ardu palihu
v. rte.
ardutu Service, Slavery, Knechtschaft, epesu ar-
du ti to serve, als Sklave dienen a shave 4 31 .
ma protect schidzen, aritu Shield, Schild sabe >?
ariti shield bearers 7 2 .
eru Copper. Kupfer. eris like copper 698 .
arhu Month, Monat, v. PIT),
ma be swift, schnell sein II 1 cause to hasten, eilends
senden. Prt. urrih 4 8 .
urruhis swiftly, eilends l 77 . urhe 8 81 .
urhu Way, Street, Weg. PL
II DIN be insolent, frech sein, mirihtu Insolence,
Frechheit 4 14 .
III ma punish, strafen. Prt. erih 4 22 .





ptf arnu Misdeed, Missetat.
pit erinu Cedar, Cedar.
pa irsitu Earth, JEwfo.
ursu Ground, Boden, sani ursu some kind of weed,
«ine -4r£ Unkraut 6 79 .
I m^ curse, verfluchen. Prt. erur. 2 fem. sing, tarur
2 124
.
arratu Curse, Fluch. PL arrati.
II ma i burn, brennen. ariru burning, brennend 451 .
Ena eresu implore, toew.
11
W8 asagu Thornbush, Stachelgewdchs 340 Id. Ugir =
sammu patru. »A plant with sharp points",
Pflanze mit scharfer Spitze.
n&8 isatn Fire, Feuer isatu litbusat clothed in fire,
in Feuer gehiillt 980 .
OW£ iismanu Camp, Lager 8 103 .
esmarfi, esmarti ibbu, A bright jewel of some
kind, ein gldnzender Edelstein 6 11 .
*ltPN isipputu priestly function, Priesterliche Funk-
tion 480 [Del 65 21 ].
p&W iskatu Fetter, Fessel 2 ,0 °.
I "it^^ show mercy, gnddig sein. asru Temple, Heilig-
turn, L e. place where the gods show mercy PL
. esreti 10 78 .
II "NM* collect, sammeln, asru Place, Ort. cstr. asar
as prep, where, in, wo, in e. g. I 113 .
ltM*% esertu ten. zehn, cstr. eserit.
asaridu chief, Vomehmster = asru -\- edu, having
first rank' 4 ,n .
assuritu fern, of assuru, Assyrian, Assyrisch l 05
[Del 65 37].
assu for the sake of, wegen 3 17
,
because, da 2 112
,
while, ah 10 59 .
tftfK USSU Foundation, Fundament.
isten one, a certain one, ««, «w^f 3 118 .
istensu once, einmal 7 54 .
istenis together, gemeinsam.
Istar PL istarate Goddesses, Gottinnen.
12
bn$ etellutu Majesty, Herrlichkeit, rubu etellutu
great in majesty.
pViXu eteku advance, anriicken 12 Prt. etetik.
metikn Advance. Vorriicken l 68 .
attu Used with pronominal suffixes to form emphatic
pronouns, mit Pronominalsujjixen gebraucht, attuni
as regards us, was uns betrifft, attu a as regards
me, was mich betrifft.
itti with, against, mit, gegen.
ittu Side, Seite PI. itate [Del 69], itatesu on
all sides of it, zu alien Seiten 10 105 .
3.
nN*3 II 1 Prt. uba'i seek, demand satisfaction for bro-
ken faith, suchen, ahnden uba'u katussu they





3tfn babu Gate, Tor. PL babani.
tao belli rule, possess, beherrschen. Prt. ibSl.
belu Lord, Master, Herr, pi. bele. Fern, beltu
pi. beleti.
belutu Government, Act of ruling, Herrschaft.
belu Weapon, Waffe pi. bele.
"KO b«aru catch, fangen. Prt. ibar.
nm bubutu Hunger, Hunger.
bulu Catte, vierfiissiges Getier.
TO buru young wild ox, junger Wildochs e. g. 905 .
hm buhlalu Name of a class of priests who minis-
tered at the temples of Susa. Bezeichnung einer
13
bestimmten zu Susa fungierenden Priesterklasse 6 4G .
b®3 batalu cease, aufhoren III 1 cause to cease. Prt.
usabtil.
batiltu cessation, Wegfall 2 112 .
bitu House, Haus. PI. bitati.
bit-nakkamati l 132 v. DD1
bit-riduti Harem, Harempalast I 2
,
10 51 .
"DS bakru young of camels, Kameeljunges 9 G5 .
ta baltu Some kind of a garden plant, eine Gartenplanze.
ttbn balatu live, leben. Inf. cstr. balat. II 1 uballit
cause to live, leben lassen.
baltu living, lebend. PL m. baltuti [Del 67°].
baltutu condition of being alive, lebendiger Zustand.
With suffix, baltussu ubiluni, they brought
him alive, sie brachten ihn lebendig.
rD^D [Del 117] III 1 tear away, cause to rebel, wegreissen,
zum Wiederstand anfachen. Prt. usbalkit IV 1
Prt. ibbalkit with sir to rise up against, sick
los reissen, e.g. 4 1 with eli idem e. g. 10 10 .
iTO banu build create, bauen, erzeugen. Prt. ibni. PI.
ibnu fern, ibna 5 101 , Part. banu Father, Erzeuger.
binutu Creation, Offspring, Erzeugniss.
bintu Daughter, Tochter. Written bi-in-tu 2 70 .
PI. binati.
rm be happy, heiter sein. Perm. PI. banu 10n .
HDD II 1 bring news, Botschaft bringen, Prt. ub as sir.
bussurtu good news, Freudenbotschaft 1
O
08 [Del 65 24].
N"D be hungry, hungern. bum Hunger.
14
nibretu Starvation, Hungersnot.
baranii rebellious, emporerisck [Del 65 35J 5
31 Syn.
of igsu.
I DID discern, durchschauen. Prt. ib ri. Ill 1 cause to see,
reveal, sehen lassen, offenbaren Prt. usabri.
Mm, beru Glance, Blick, i n a b i r i among, zwischen
958.
birtu Midst, Mitte: as prep, birit along, among,
zwischen.
II m3 enchain, fesseln. biritu = biri-itu Chain,
Fessel V* 1 [Del 65 37].
D"Q birmn bright garment, buntes Kleid,
7W2 basft have, be, haben^ sein. Perm. PI. basu. Ill i
usabsi instigate, bring about, in Zcene setzen.
IV 1 ibbaSi arise, become, werden.
busil Possession, Besitz.
b2 boil, kochen. Prt. ibsil.
bithallu Horseman, Reiter, amel sa bithalle cap-
tain of cavalry 688 .
1
3D3 gubbu. PI. gubbani. Cistern, Cistern e.
23 gabsu powerful, destructive, gewaltig.
~D gadu beside, with, nebst.
TO oppose, befeinden, Prt. igir 450 .
tea gammalu Camel, Kameel. PI. g a m m a 1 e [Del 65 24].
ID} gamaru complete, vollbringen. Prt, i g m u r.




epithet of Istar; Istar als »Konigin der
Gesatnrntheit".
gimru Totality, All, Gesammtheit, ana pat gim-
risa in its whole extent, in seinem ganzen Umfang
6 100
,
gimir ise, all kinds of trees 10 104 .
rUCI ginfi regular, customary, regelmdssig.
giparu Field, cane-brake, Feld, Gefild.
ym gissu some kind of plant, eine Planze.
mj gartl Enemy, Feind. PI. gare.
gira Territory!?) Gegendtf) 7 108 .
TO girru, March, Expedition, Weg, Feldzug. PI. gir-
reti.
Tttfa gasru strong, s*ar&.
gusfiru Beam, Balken. PI. Uw gusure 10 9S .
tttatt gasistt Stake, Pole, Stange.
da'atu Bribe, Bribery, Bestechung e. g. 3 137 .




by] dagalu look upon, anschauen. Prs. i dag gal with
panu, face, panu dagalu to look up into the
face of another, to be submissive to, rich unterstel-
len. Part, dagil, dagil pani-ia my subjects, meine
Untertanen. Ill 1 u s a d g i 1, with panu to sub-
ject one to the rule of another, untertan machen.
16
7TI daku kill, todten.
diktu Destruction, Slaughter, Vernichtung.
Ill daru everlasting, ewig. Fern. PI. darati, used as a
noun. Eternity, Ewigkeit, parak darati an ever-
lasting sanctuary, Ein ewiges Heiligtum 6 124 .
(luru city wall, Stadtmauer.
"ini dahdu abundant, strotzend.
pi danu judge, richten. Prt. id in. Precative lidin
10 120 .
dinu Judgment, Justice, Gericht, din danu to
obtain judgment for one, jemandes Sache fuhren.
NO! diku summon, aufbieten. Prt. idki.
!"D1 daku throw down violently, overthrow, niederwer-
fen. Prt. idki, anhussu adki, I tore down its
ruins, ich riss seine Ruinen herunter 10 74 .
bl daltu Doorpost, Turflugel. PI. *? dalati.
2bl dalabu be oppressed, in Not sein. II 1 oppress.
Part, mudallibu 2 104
.
bbl dalalu be obedient, gehorsam sein. Prs. id all a 1.
I 2 Part, muttallu Obedience, Gehorsam, i n a e p e s
pi muttalli, to act obediently, in Gehorsam
handeln l 13
.
Q1 damu Blood, Blut. PL dame, in sense of blood
of many persons.
DD1 dimmu Pillar, Obelisk, Sdule.
pDl damaku be pure, favorable, hell sein, gnddig sein.
II 1 make favorable, gmistig machen. Perm, d u m-
muk 1070 .
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dunku Favor, friendly aid, Gunst [Del 49].
damiktu Kindness, Mercy, Gnade simat damik-
tim, favorable destiny, giinstiges Schicksal 388 .
pi II 1 udannin, strengthen, stdrken; in proper
name, Samas-udannin-an-ni i.e. Samas has
strenghthened me, SamaS hat mich gestdrkt 10 122 .
dananu Might, Strength, Macht.
dannu strong, stark. PL m. dannuti, fortified (of a
city) befestigt 2 130 .
dannfltu Stronghold, Strength, Festung, al dan-
nuti a fortified city.
dupsikku supposed to be the hood of a slave, made
of cane-brake, Frohnkappe.
dupsarrfitn art of writing, Schreibkunst l 32 .
PCTI dasatu Enmity, Feindseligkeit PL dasati 209 .
\
731 abalu carry, bring, place, tragen, bringen. Prt. ubjl
Prs. u b b a 1 , with u m u
,
(time, zeit) to pass the
time away, die Zeit verbringen 1095 . Ill 1 cause
one to bring, bringen lassen. usebila 1050 .
Inf. sebulu 7 25 .
12 Prt. ittubil. [Del 113] Part, muttabbil,
manage,fuhren Fem. Prt. unutu muttabbilti
ekallatisu the household implements of his
palaces, die Gerdthe seiner Paldste 6 19 .
biltu [Del 39] Tribute, Tribute also measure of weight.
2
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mi a du. Agreement, Oath, Vertrag, Eid\ a-di-e sum
ilani usaskirsunuti I 22 . I caused them to
take oaths in the name of the Gods, ich Hess
sie Eide leisten im Namen der Gotter.
"6l aladu bear, produce, gebdren. Part, alidu Procreator,
Father, Erzeuger, Vater, IV 1 i'alid be born,
geboren werden l 27 .
talittu [Del 65 32] Birth, Geburt.
DD) simtu [Del 39] Adornment, Insignia, Schmuck,
cstr. si mat. PL simati.
simanu. Attire, proper equipment, Anzug.
^D"1 III 1 glorify, Prt. usapa, verherrlichen,
fctifl asA go forth, ausgehen. Prt. usi, multahtu ul
u-si, no rebel got away, kein Abtrunniger entging
403 . Ill 1 Prt. usesa, cause to be brought forth,
herausfilhren.
situ [Del 39] going forth, product, das Hervorspriessen,
sit libbisu his own child, sein eignes Kind 2 5G
,
sit Sam si Sunrise, Sonnenaufgang, in a abulli
sit Samsi at the east gate, am Ostlhor 9 109 .
musu Exit, way of escape, Ausgangsort.
"lpl ak§,ru be dear, teuer sein. Prt. ekir. Ill 1 make
a commodity high priced, scarce, kostbar machen.
Prt. usakir 9 34 .
akru Fern, akartu costly, wertvoll.
mi am bring, lead, bringen. Prt. ura.
mi arhu Month, Monat estr. arah.
"pi arku later, second, spdter, arkitu Fern; PI. Fern.
19
arkatu Future, Zukunft, ana ark at urue iu
future days 10 ,0°.
arki Prep, behiud, after, hinter, arki ahaniis
after each other, in succession, hinter einander. 10 18 .
ark anil thereafter, nachmals [Del 80 c].
V
p"l1 urkltu Grass, Gras. Id. Sim; combined with A,
water (m u) to form ideograph for water carrier,
cf. 9 50 i. e. Sim with infixed A = (with determ.
amelu) »man who waters plants", Wasser-
trdger.
DW1 asabu sit, dwell, sitzen, loohnen. Prt. ft sib. Prs,
ussab. Perm, asib, at-tu-ni a-sa-ba-ni
mi-i-nu I 122 as to us, how can we dwell? Was
uns anbetrifft^wie konnen wir wohnen. Illlusesib
cause to sit, locate soldiers in. a place, Truppen
niederlassen l 89 .
subtu [Del 39] Dwelling place, Wohnsitz, subat
ilani rabuti abodes of the great gods, Wohn-
sitze der grossen Gotter 3 115 .
mfisabu [Del 65 31 ] Dwelling, Wohnung, musab
beluti-su his royal dwelling place, sein konigli-
cher Wohnsitz.
mtisabfi Adj. formed from musab [Del 65 37 ], mu-
sa-bu-u, beluti one who dwells in imperial
power Herrschersitz, 9 80 .
jvfih suttu [Del 39] Dream, Traum, PL sunati and
su nat u.
"Itth sink down, niedersinken, III 1 Prt. usesir cast
20
onesself down, sich niederwerfen [cf. Ill 1 of HtD
us-ba-'i to plunge forward] 429 .
"irfi surpass, ilberschiissig sein. II 1 increase, steigern.
Prt. uttir Pres uttar, with eli Sap an greater
than before, uber das fruhere Mass hinausgehen.
Ill 1 idem usatir, with eli sa mahri e.g. 29
,
or with eli sa e. g. 2 ,9 = more than, rnehr als.
I
3NT zibu issur z ibu, Bird of prey, Raubvogel. PI.
zi-i-bi issur 4*5 #
]NT II 1 adorn, schmiicken. Prt. uza'in.
NOT zibu PI. zibe, Offering, Opfer.
^DT carry, tragen. Prs. izabbil 10 s8 . Part, zabilu
1094 . IIll with kudurru to put one in bondage,
Jemandem Frohndienst auflegen. Prt. usazbil
1093 .
TIT divide, teilen. Prt. iztiz; mata ahenna nizuz
let us divide the land among us, Lasst uns das
Land unter uns verteilen l 120 . II 1 scatter, in
Me/ige verteilen. Prt. uza'iz 7 8 , 9 47 .
^riT zahalu a metallic plating, ein metallener "Oberzug,




zahalu adj. shining, gldnzend.
I *IDT zakaru name, call, nennen, rufen. Prt. izkur.
zikru Speech, Rede, zikir 8 a p t e - i a speech of my
lips, mention, Kundmachung 29G .
21
II "QT zikrti manly, brave, mdnnlich: as noun, mau,
maun, zikru u zinnis male and female,
mdnnlich und weiblich 240 . Fern, zikivtu [Del
65 4] Wife, Weib. PI. zikreti.
HET zainu III Prt. uzamma, deprive one of some-
thing, berauben (doable accusative). 6 101 .
i"ti? zinu rage, ziirnen.
zinu enraged, erzurnt. 4s8 .
I p? zananu care for, fordern. Inf. cstr. zanin,
II J3I zananu rain, regnen. Prs. izannun.
zunna Rain, Regan. Id. Mu-An i.e. water of heaven,
Waster des Himmels.
3? zinnistu Woman, Weib. Determ. before names of
women and female class names. sal zikreti Wives
4G4
,
zinnisat ekalli, Queen, Konigin 5 G
,
Written also zinnis male and female zikru
u zinnis 240 .
zinnis v. zin nistu.
P ziknu Beard, Bart.
*"|pT zakapu plant, pflanzen. Prt. izkup.
ppi zakiku Stormwind, Wind.
")pT zakaru tower up, ragen. II 1 uzakkiru sal-
husu, he made its walls high, er machte seine
Matter hoch 4 130
.
zikkurratn, Tempelturm. pyramidal shaped tower
of Babylonian and Elamitic temples 6 2T .
npT zaktu sharp, scharf 9 85 .
N»~)T produce, zeugen.
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zeru line of descent, family, seed, Samen, Geschlecht,
10m
.
mT zaratu Tent, Zelt. Panoply with an inscription 10 108 .
a
ran habu Vessel, Gefdss. PL habe 9 50 .
n^n habatu plunder, pliindern. Prt. ill but.
12 ihtabbata idem. 8 51 .
13 used as I 2 with hubtu.
Prs. ihtanabbatu hubut mat Elamti they
plunder Elam, sie pliindern Elam 5 28 .
hubtu Plunder, Beute, cstr. hubut [Del 65 5] used
by metonmy for captives, Gefangene 1 11G .
hegallu Fullness, Overflow, Uberfluss.
mn hadft be glad, rejoice, frohlick sein.
hidtitu Joy, Freude, PL hidati 10 55 .
hadis [Del 80 b] joyfully, freudig.
Tin mahazu [Del 65 31 ] City, Stadt; used of large
places. PL raahaze (i). Cf. n^N.
nin hetu liittu cornice of a door, Lintel, Sims 10 102 .
hazanu am el hazanu, State official of some kind,
Vorsteher. PL hazanati 2 108
,
684 .
^ton hatu sin, sundigen. Prt. ihti. With in a adi to
sin against by breaking oaths e. g. I 118 .
hititu. PL hitati Sin, Siinde.
multahtu III 2 Part. Rebel, Abtriinniger 403 .
BOT hattu Sceptre, Stab y Insignia of authority.
BTI hatu see, learn, sehen, lernen. Prt. ihit.
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TTI hirtu cstr. hirat, Spouse, GemoJdin.
]br\ hilanu entrance hall of a palace, Vorhalle bit
Miami 10 102 .
rfm halapu I2 cover, anlegen. Prt. uhallip.
to conceal oneself, sich verbergen 8 83 .
tahlupu, tahlubu [Del 65 3Y) Top, Ueberkleidung
109G .
ybr\ halsn: Citadel, Veste. PI. halse.
pbfl halaku be destroyed, vertilgt werden. II 1 Prt. u h a 1-
lik, destroy utterly, vertilgen.
tODn hantu swift, eilend [Del 49a].
hamat Help, Unterstiitzung l 75 .
ran hansu fifth, fiinfter [Del 49a].
Din hanabu be luxuriant, uppig. Ill 1 Prs. usahnab,
cause to be fruitful, luxuriant, uppig machen l 40 .
DDn hasasu. Prt. ihsus to think, ponder, denken.
Part, hasisu e. g. 8 GG .
HDn hipil break, destroy, zerbrechen. Prt. ihpi.
D"in harabu be desolate, verwiistet sein. Ill 1 make
desolate, verwusten. Prt. us ah rib.
tODTl III I destroy utterly, vertilgen. Prt. usharmit.
3G9 .
harranu Way, Weg, used often with III 2 of Itth
in sense of making a direct and quick march
e. g. 2 28 .
pn hurasu Gold, Go/a7 .
harru. PI. harre, Ring, Ring 392 .
tfihn hursu Hill, Mountain, Berg. PI. hursani.
24
rwn hasahu to long for, verlangen. Prt. ihSuh.
husahu Hunger, Hunger.
nnn taktu [Del 65 32a] ace. tahte for tahta, Over-
throw, Niederlage l 83 .
|Dn liatanu Son-in-law, Schwiegersohn.
inn hutnu Knife, Messer.
».
DK*B temu Will, Understanding, Wille, Verstand
tensu 8° [Del 49a].
*Qtt tabtu Salt, Salz.
nntt tabahu slay in battle, schiachten II 1 . e. g. 35f\
y® tabu be good, gut, fromm sein.
tibu Goodness, Wohltat, tib libbi. Repentance,
Reue.
tabu good, gut.
tabis with good will, kindly, freundlich.
tubtu. PL tubbati Friendliuess, words of good will,
Freundlichkeit 380 .
tabtu Kindness, Wohltat.
iTT idu Hand, side of the body, Hand, Seite. PI. id a
(origiually dual). [Del C7 4] 988 and idati.
VT know, wissen. Prt. idi. Perm, idi 2 123 .
DV umu Day, Ta#. PI. ume, ina umesumaat
25
that time, Time, working hours, zu der Zeit>
Zeit, Dienstzeit.
P"1 imnu right side, rechte Seite, Rechts.
p^ suck, saugen. Prt. enik. Ill 1 musenikati Part.
Fern. PI. Mothers that give suck 9GG .
*CP miranu [Del G5 33] (perhaps best referred to this
stem). Fear, Furcht, Ummanaldas mi-ra-nu-
us-su in-na-bit. Ummanaldas fled in fear
U. floh aus Furcht 5m .
3T increase, mehren. Prt. erib, irib grow up, auf-
icachsen.
tldh have, be, haben, sein. Prt. isi. Prs. isi, is si.
"lE^ grow upright, thrive, gerade, recht sein. Prt. isir.
Ill 2 to make a direct march, geraden Weges
ziehen lassen. Prt. ustessir. Perm, sutesur,
brought about successfully, gelingen lassen l 50 .
isaru Fern. i§artu and isirtu, straight, gerade
mesaru Justice, Gerechtigkeit 389 .
a.
DDD kabasu 1) tread, treien. Prt. ikbus. Prs. ik ab-
bas. 2) subdue, unterwerfen.
kibsu Tread, Tritt, cstr. kibis 6 101 .
*Q3 kibratu Region, Gebiet. PI. kibrafi 1058 .
rWD kabittu Mood, Disposition, Gemiit.
kabtu heavy, mighty, schwer, mdchtig. Fern, ka-
bittu 2 44 .
26
kigallu v. under D. large place, grosse Flache.
kidmuru better G i t in u r i v. sub "ID1
TO kadirtu mighty, mdchtig.
kudurru syn. of dupsikku (q. v.) hood of slave,
Frohnkappe.
b)D hold, halten III Part, mukil amel mu kil Su-
PaP 1
,
Name of some kind of officer = holder of
the masak pa . (perhaps = asati cf. DDK) Chariot





GO kumu, Place, Stelle. Prep, kuui in place of, 846 .
]0 kanu II 1 establish, fix, festigen. Prt. ukin.
kinu. kenu, faithful, treu. Fern, kittu. 3R4 .
kaian with certainty, steady, bestdndig.
kittu — kintu [Del 49A], Truth, Righteousness,
Wahrheit 389 .
TO kizu Attendant, Begleiter 7 3G .
br\D kihullu weeping, weinen, asar kihulle, a
place of weeping 7 15 .
O ki when, als, wie. Prep, like, gleich, ki-i pi-i in
accordance with, gemdss s. b, 1040 .
kiam thus, so.
kigallu Sumerian loan word (or ideographic compound(
= asru-rabti. large place, grosse Flache 3 121 .
DO kima like, as, wie, gleichwie.
DO kirnu for the sake of, instead of, wegen [Del 80 e],
tfO kisu Plant, Fruit tree Pftanze 9 51 .
2DD kakkabu [Del 61] Star, Stem, kakkab kasti
Bowstar, Bogenstern, name of the star Sirius 9 !0 .
27
tDDD kikittu religious ceremony, Cevemonie. amel ki-
k i 1 1 u priest of Elamitic mysteries 6 s9 , 7 3 .
ps kakku Weapon, Waffe. PL kakke.
rfa kalu cause to end cease, ein Ende machen, auf-
horen, Prt. ikla.
kalu Totality, All, Gesammtheit, k a 1 i s u n u all of
them.
kalamu all, all. Adv. entirely, altogether, ganz.
rfo kalbu cstr. kalab. PL kalbe. Dog, Hund.
Tte kalakku Cellar. Keller 10 83 .
bbD III 1 Prt. usaklil, complete, fertig machen.
knllatu Entirety, Ganzhe*''
Db'D II 1 cause to see, sehen lassen. Prt. ukallim.
Inf. cstr. kullum 8 8 .
kultarati Tents, Zelte, b it?Srikul-ta-ra-a-ti
mu-sa-bi-su-nu tents their dwellings, Zelte
Hire Wohnungen 7 121 . Determ. bit seri= » house
of the field" [Del 51].
HDD kamii bind, linden.
kimu Fern, kimtu Family, Familie.
I 1DD II I cause to be plentiful , strotzen machen.
Perm, kummur l 51 .
II 1DD kamaru devastate, niederstrecken. Inf. 5 ,,R
,
kamarsunu askun, I wrought their destruc-
tion, Ich bewirkte Hire Niederlage.
HiD II 1 take charge of, in Obhut nehmen.
taknu careful preparation, sorgsame Zubereitung 3°°,
perhaps better to be connected with \/~pr\
28
"pD kunukku some kind of a building stone, ein Bau-
steinarU
tto bow down, become obedient, sick beugen, sick
unterwerfen. Prfc. iknus. Perm, kanis 204 : III 1
subdue, unterwerfen. Prt. u§aknis\
kansu subservient, unterwiirfig. PL m. kansuti
9 120 .
kansis obediently, unterwiirfig [Del 80 b] 1049 .
HDD kussft Throne, Tron.
kaskal'git A linear measure, a distance of about
8 miles, covered by an army in two hours march
:
Distanz von ungefahr 8 Englische meilen von
einer Armee in etwa zwei Stunden zuriickgelegt,
cf. 9 13 Asurb's army make six Kaskal-git
in a night i. e. 12 hours 5 123 : Kaskal =
harranu and Git = ark u i. e. »long way:"
Hanger Weg' Followed always by kakkaru,
(ground, Boden) as a post-determinative.
kislimu month of Kislev, Monat Kislev, Ninth month.
DDD kasasn crush, zermalmen. Prt. iksus.
F]DD kispu celebration for the dead, Totenfeier 4 72 , 6 7G .
kaspu Silver, Silber. Id. Ku-Ud = ellu bright and
parzillu metal, »the blight metal", Dulles MetaV.
1DD kapadu plan, planen. Prt. ikpud, libbasu-
nuti ikpud limuttu their heart plotted evil,
ihr Herz sonn auf Bdses 1 ,2°, cf. 3 123 . Ill 1
to lead one into evil, jemanden verfuhren, ana
with person and ace. of crime, usakpidu 454,
29
rpD kuppu Fountain. Sprndel 9 31 .
TO kirbu, kirib Middle, Mitte. Used as preposition
kirib, in the midst of 3 132 , adi kirib 2m v.
kaSadu. karabu bless, be well disposed to,
segnen. Iraptv. kurub, kurbanni bless me,
segne mich 2 ,G5 .
I JTO cause to be distressed, endanger, in Not brin-
gen. Ill Idem, ukarri. Prt. 255 .
II ITO fetch, holen I 2 bring together, herbeibringen.
Prt. iktir 498 .
kirfl Orchard, Banmgarten. PI. kirati Id. *?'» Sar.
In the id. for » gardener" Nu- J ? Sar = zika-
ru-kiru »man of the garden", Mann des
Gartens 951 .
WD karmu pile of debris, Schutthaufen.
p3 karanu Wine, Wein.
kurunnu Sesame wine, Sesamwein 1083 [Del 65 2*].
DID karasu lock a door, Tiir verriegeln: kurussu
leather thong, Lederband 445 .
TO kirru Lamb, Lamm.
I EhD karasu Body, Stomach, Leib e. g. 907 .
II EhD karasu Camp, Lager e. g. V.
1VD kisadu Neck, Hah e. g. 7 47 .
"IttfD kasadu subdue, conquer, siegen, unterwerfen. Prt.
iksud. Imptv. kusud 209 . Inf. 524 . come upon,
erreichen, ik-su-us-su-nu-ti l 132 . Part. ka§id,
kakke A § u r kasiduti the conquering arms
of ASur 803 .
30
nttd kistu Forest, Wald. PI. kisatu.
TWD Perm, milik la kusir a plan which was not
helpful, a hostile scheme feindlicher Plan I 121 .
tt>OT kissatu Totality, Gesammtheit 1.
DHD kitu some kind of cloth, Kleidungsstojf. PI.
kite 2 40 .
DDD katamu cover, surpass, conquer, bedecken, iiber-
wdltigen. Prt. i k t u m 1 B5 .
"iro kitru Alliance, Vertrag l 127 .
b.
tib la not, nicht. general negative, used with adjec-
tives to form phrases, la kansu, unsubdued,
la kin u, unfaithful.
la hasis tabti, not thinking of good la nasir
mamit elani 8GG , not keeping the oath of the
gods,
la s a 1 u 1 u restlessness 6 75 .
{£> lu Ox, Ochsj Used as determ.
I TVb litu Strength, Kraft PI. lit a ti [Del 69«J 10
34
.
I D^7 fill with debris, beschmutzen,
lu-'il PL m. lu-'titi, defiled, filled up with rubbish,
beschmutzt, A91 .
1 22^ libbu Heart, seat of the emotions, Herz. adi
libbi ume anni to this very day, bis zu
diesen Tag. 6 8 .
ina libbi in, in the midst, darin, in, ultu
31
libbi ume sa from the very day when, von dem
Tage an 2 103 .
D^ libbatu Rage, Fury, Zorn 7 2G .
p^ labaiiu place something flat, platt hinwerfen. With
appu to cast oneself to the earth in prayer, sick
platt zu Boden werfen. Prt. ilbin: albin appi
I cast myself down 10 31 v. ^jN.
iibittu [Del 496] lowest part of a foundation
,
Grundfeste. PI. libnati. libnassu ukin 10 82 .
II pi? labanu make brick tiles, Ziegel streichen. Part,
labinu: lab in lib n ate, brickmaker 1094 .
Iibittu unburnt brick, ungebrannter Ziegelstein. PL
libnati 10 88 .
"ID
1
? labaru become old, alt werden. Prs. ilabir.
labaris in condition of old age. alt sein. 10 5G .
W2b labasu be clothed, bekleidet sein. II 1 clothe, be-
kleiden (ace. of person and thing). Prt. ulabbis
203 . 12 Perm. Istar isati litbusat. Istar
who clothes herself with fire 9 80 .
lubultu clothes, Kleidung 6 lG [Del 51].
)b lu Precative particle with present and imperfect,
Wunschpartikel [Del 93] standing alone e.g. lu-u
ebiru 8 79 or contracted e.g. li-e-mur 10 102 .
]lb speak scoffingly, lose Reden fuhren. Prt. ilzin 4 21 .
r6 laM Cheek, KinnbacJcen 9 ,0? .
rfb lipu Offspring, Descendant, Abkommling, lip lip i
[Del 73] Idem. I 40 .
Tb liaru some kind of a tree whose wood has a
32
sweet odor, eine Baumart mit wohlriechendem
Holze 10".
rbb lulfl expensive decoration, verschwenderische Pracht
10 104 .
1D^ lamadu learn by experience, in Erfahrung bringen.
Prt. ilmad l 34 .
TIDb lamu surround, umgeben. Prt. ilme 92 . Ill I
cause to surround, umgeben lassen 9m .
limmu Eponym year, Archontat 10 12?.
litnetu surrounding territory, Umkreis.
pb limnfi bad, evil, bos, schlecht. Fem. limnitu 3 124 .
limuttu [Del 496] Evil, Enmity, Schlechtigkeit, Feind-
seligkeit l 120 By metonomy, the result of evil,
Misfortune, Ungliick 2 124 .
Qftb lamassu (syn of sedu) protecting deity, Schutz-
gott 638 .
lapan Prep. [Cf. Vtb] before, vor lm .
HD^> lapatu turn, overturn, wenden; raze, demolish,
umstiirzen. Ill I Idem. Prt. u sal pit 663 .
nD^ liptu Work, Destruction, Werk, Verheerung, lipit
Ira, The plague of Ira 3 120
,
3 134 .
$,pb likfl take away, wegnehmen. Prt. ilfci 243 , 4 !37
accept, receive, annehmen.
Dpb laktu the opened hand, finger, die geoffnete
Band, Finger 2 12 204 .
0.
D ma enclitic adverb and emphatic particle e. g.
33
s a t i r m a verily it is written also ist es geschrie-
ben 3 121 , ina umesu-ma at that very time
zu der Zeit 6 110 .
ma enclitic conjunction, and, und. Used only to
connect clauses.
ma-a Adv. thus, folgenderweise 3 122 .
"!KD be much, many, viel sein. Perm, ma -'-id,
ma'du 604 .




ma'-assu [Del 43 end and 48] 2 G1 .
ma'adis very, very much, very many, sekr, sehr
viel 10 80 .
DtfE metu enlarged, ausgebreitet 9 75 .
1ND maru send, schicken II 1 Idem. Prt. u-ma'ir.
tamartu [Del 65 32] Gift, Geschenksendung.
")N*D maru Son, Sohn, mar mari, Grandson; Enkel,
mar sarrutia, time of my being heir apparent.
PI. mare mat Assur, Assyrians, Assyrer 2 24 .
Fern, martu Daughter, Tochter.
")JD magaru be favorable, obedient, gunstig sein, ge-
horsam, zugethan.
I 2 help, helfen. Prs. imdagar, [Del 48 end]
nindaggara [Del 49] ah a mis, let us help
each other, lasst uns einander helfen l 125 .
magiru, magru favorable gunstig.




niD mutu Death, Tod.
3
34




hFID mehft Rainstorm, Regensturm.
mahliutu Frenzy, Ekstase, mahhiitas like one in
frenzy, wie von Sinnen 1 %4
nnD muhhu Head, Scheitel, ina muhhi. Prep, upon,
over, aw/, iiber.
I }TO inahasu kill, erschlagen I 2 fight, kdmpfen. Inf.
m i t h u s u. Part, niundahsu [Del 48 end and 49]
Soldier, Krieger. PL mundahse 5 110 .
II yno pour over ubergiessen. Prt. 1. s. amhas 1084 .
TID maharu 1) stand opposite to, meet, gegenubertreten,
also, pray, beten 2m . Prt. imhur; 2) receive, emp-
fangen 2 G1 . I 2 Idem. Adj. mitharu, mitha-
ris in accord with, ubereinstimmend amel mun-
dahiru [Del 48 end and 49] Ally, Heifer) 3)
buy, trade, Jcaufen, handeln I 3, imdanaharu
[Del 84 end] 952 , idem.
mahrti first, ancient, erster, friiherer Fern, mahritu.
mahru Front, Vorderseite. cstr. m a h a r before, vor,
ina m a h r i to, unto, nach 8 5% , a d i m a h r i, against,
gegen 8 7
, ina mahar, into the presence of, an-
gesichts 5 100 .
mihirtu opposite, Gegenuber. cstr. mihrit, [Del 72]
over against, before 5 n in conjunction with, zw
sammen mit 7 51 . van of an army 9 B0 .
tamharu Battle, Kampf 10 4 .
mahtru Price, place of trading, Preis, Handels-
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platz, bab mabiri, trading gate, Handelstor
9 49 .
*TO inaialu Bed, Belt 10 TO
UD makkuru private property, Eigentum, namkuru
[Del 65 31 end].
mala as many as, so viel als l 118 .
tf^D malu be full, fill, voll sein^ fallen. Prt. i m 1 a.
Perm, mali, (trans.) 4 82 . Inf. malu Fulness 7 2G .
II 1 fill, anfiillen. Prt. urn alii 3 41 . With katu, to
induct into office, in em Amt einfilhren, 1 6 % 375 .
II 2 fill up entirely, an/ullen. Prt. u m tal 1 u 945
,
III 11 Idem, usmalli 10 7 \
mam [Del 65 3r) full, voll. Fern, malitu 2 47 , 5 4i .
mllu High water, Hochwasser.
tanilfi Terrace, Terrasse. Mound on which a building
is reared 10 77 .
"]^D malaku advise, rule, beraten. Prt. i m 1 i k.
maliku, malku Prince, Fiirst.
milku Counsel, Rath.
multahtu v. KOT [Del 51 3J,
melammu PI. m e 1 a m m e Glitter, Glanz. of weapons
and then, by metonomy, shining weapons, gldnzende
Waffen l 85 , 9*°.
mamitu (from DDK (?)) Ban, Curse, Oath, Bann,
Fluch, Schwur l 119
,
8 07 .
mamma — m a n -|- m a [Dei 60] whosoever, wer audi
immer, m i m m a whatsoever, was audi immer.
D3D maiiu count, entrust, zdhlen, anvertrauen. Prt. i m n u
36
tamnusu »she entrusted him" 3 7 . With aua
account, impute to, zurechnen 4 31
,
6G4 .
minu, menu Number, Zahl, la m i n u beyond reckon-
ing, Unzahl. Id. Ta-a-an, abbrv. A - a n ; used
as determ. after numbers, e. g. 50aan 10 7G .
minu how? wie? [Del 78 middle] who, what? wer,
was? [Del 59].
iDD musaru Tablet, Votive tablet, Schrifttafel, Votiv-
tafel 10 111.
HSD mesu sir mesu, Cheek, Kinnbacken 9 10G .
"1SD misru Boundary, Gebiet.
npD makatu plunge headlong, sturzen. Prt. i m k u t
41, 22, III 1 put to utter rout, slay, nieder-
werfen. Prt. u s a m k i t.
miktu Abyss, Abgrund 3 125
,
451,58 .
pD be steep, unzugdnglich sein, marsu steep, steil.
TVD mararu be bitter, bitter sein III 1 cause to em-
bitter, erbittert machen. Prt. usamrir 2 4G
,
350 .
BhD marustu Misfortune, Unheil 7 123 .
TOE masadu press, trample down, (of a flock of ani-
mals) niederdriicken II 1 bear prolifically, fruchtbar.
TOD masu forget, vergessen. Prt. i m s i.
II TOD musu Night, iVac/rf. Fem, in u situ 9 13 .
"I^D masku Skin, Haut. Determ. before articles of




*?WD masalu be alike, gleich sein, m i s 1 u Half, Hdlfte,
isten misla = P/2 948 .
37
masaru [Del 65 31] 4 30 V^W.
1WD masaru cut, schneiclen. Part, masiru, maseru
sharp, scharf 9 105 .
I 2 mangle, mangen, indassaru 38 .
2) J I 1 leave, abandon, lassen, verlassen.
no matu Land, Land. PL raatati, Determ. before
names of countries.
TID mati [Del 78 middle] when? wann? ma tern a
whenever, zoann nur immer.With 1 a, never, niemals.
1
"IN»3 nadu lift up, praise, erheben, 12 extol, verherr-
lichen. Prt. itta'id l 9
,
10 31 .
na'idu exhalted, erhaben (Part, of nadu) 9*G .
tanittu [Del 65 37] Glory, Might, Erhabenlieit.
bm lie down, sich niederliegen.
II 2 Perm, lay oneself down, rich hinlegen. Prt.
utul (=untul = uttul).
Ill 11 Prt. us nil lay, legen 7 4() .
"WO neru, nam smite, schlagen. Prt. inir, Prs. inar.
nirtu Slaughter, Mord 381 .
"l^i i naru River, Fluss. Id. Mu, water and sign for
"enclosure" with inserted sign Hal = gararu
run swiftly i.e. » water running within banks".
II TN.3 nuru Light, Licht.
tt!33 nabu call, name, rufen, nennen. Prs. inambi




llibittu Darning, act of calling, Nome l 4
,
2 13 .
namba'u Spring, Quell. PL namba'e 9 31 [Del
31a end].
^33 nabalu destroy, zerstoren. Prt. i b b u 1. 2) glow,
glilhen.
nabalu Dryland, Mainland, Festland 1 G0 .
nablu Flame, Flamme.
D23 nabasu dyed wool, gefdrbte Wolle.
m: nubittu Holiday, Feiertag 9".
333 nagagll cry out, schreien. ningu, Stringmusic
Saitenspiel, bl. ningtitu 10 95 .
H33 nagu city commons, District, Bezirk.
Nidaba Corn, (originally, name of corn goddess)
Korn (eigentlich Korngottin) napas ilu Nidaba
the corn flourished, das Korn gedieh l 48 .
m: nadu throw, overthrow, werfen. Prt. iddi, with
suffix, i d d i s u. Perm, n a d i be situated, bejindlich
fern. s. nadata 9 1,G
,
12 place, legen. IV 1 be
thrown, geworfen werden. Prec. linadi = lin-
nadi 2 ,!C
p3 nadanu give, geben. Prt. iddin. Prs. in am din.
llidilll Building materials, Baumaterialen 9 50 .
nudunnu [Del 65 22
J
Dowry, Mitgift 205 .
mandattu Offering, Tribute, Abgabe.
"113 nadaru rage, wiithen. nadru fierce, terrible, grim-
mig. PI. nadruti. iIu nadruti, Fierce looking
images of gods 6 C0 .
39
niJ nahu be at rest, appeased, ruhen. II 1 appease, put
to rest, beruhigen. Prt. 1. s. unihhu, 4 7\
]): nunu Fish, Fisch. PL nune.
TT3 nazazu place, stellen. Intrans. stand, stehen, Prt.
iziz. Ill 1 cause to stand, stehen lassen. Prt.
usazziz, usaziz, usziz [Del 37 end] ulziz.
[Del 53 3 ] Inf. suzuz, then treated as a II 1 verb
as tho' from rw, usuzzu, remain, bleiben 394 .
manzazu Place, Ort.
manzaltu Idem [Del 51 3J 2
43
.
ttTD iiahasu abound, strotzen, nuhsu, Abundance,
Uberjluss.
*?133 natalu behold, anschauen. Prs. inattal.
TO niru Yoke, Joch. cstr. nir J ? niru, always in
sense of authority, Autoritat.
bj) naklu well made, artistic, kunstvoll l 24 .
nikiltu cunning, Arglist ina sipir nikilti, with
a treacherous embassy 385 .
QD3 heap up, hdufen. II 1 Perm, nukkum, be heaped
up, aufgehauft 5 134 .
uakamtu Heap, Treasure, Haufen, Schatz. PL na-
kamati 485
,
bit nakamati, the treasury,
Schatzhaus 5 132 .
DDi nakasu cut off, abschneiden. Prt. ikkis 3 30, Prs.
inak kis 4 lG .
iliksn Decapitation, Kopfung.
uukknsu dismembered, abgehauen [Del G524 end] 4 74 .
*p$ II 1 hurl, stossen. Prs. unakkap 9 7S .
40
"02 nakaru oppose, wiederstehen. Prt. ikkir 4 100 '
III 1 cause to rise in rebellion, zur Emporung
anreizen usamkir = usakkir [Del 52] 3 105
,
7 102 . Inf. sumkuru 7 50 .
nakru hostile, feind. PI. m. nakruti, Enemy,
Feind.
nakiru Enemy, Feind. PI. nakire,
H3J be afraid, sick filrchten. Prt. ikkut 7 31 .
nakuttu [Del 65 23] Alarm, Angst 7 31 .
1M namarii be bright, hell sein.
namru bright, hell.
namriru Brightness, Glanz. PI. namrire l 84 .
namurtu Idem cstr. namurrat 7 53 .






Nisaba better Nidaba q. v.
nDi nasahu tear out, ausreissen. Prt. issuh. II 1
Idem 600 . IV 1 be driven out, i-na-sih = in-
nasih l 122 .
nasah 10 24 . Inf. cstr. of nasahu, to slay sacrificial
animals, opfern.
pDi nasaku adorn, prdchtig herrichten. nisiktu Bril-
liancy. Fracht 2 39
,
6 12 .
#D3 napasu thrive, mehren. Perm, u a p a s 1 48 . 2) breathe
freely, frei aufatmen.
napistu Life , Soul , Lebensodem. cstr. n a p s a t.
[Del 72]. PI. napsati, sakanu napistu, tr
perish, umkommen 4 80 .
41
1^ nasaru protect, beschiitzen. Prt. issur.
nasir Inf. cstr. I 20 III 1. Prt. usansir cause
to guard, bewachen lassen 8 13
,
9m .
masartu [— massartu] [Del 49b ] Guaru, Wache
659 . Military guard, Militdrwache 9 32 . Fortified
places, Befestigungen I 115 .
3p2 nakabu spring forth from the deep, aus der Tiefe




Ipi protector, chief bewahren nakidu = re'u, Ruler,
Regent, me balat napisti (m) sunu akkad,
their living water I put under guard, ihr Lebens-
wasser bewachte ich 9 33 .
Dpi iiaku pour out, offer, ausgiessen. Prt. ikki 10 107
Prec. likki 10 113 . Inf. nak me, Water libation 3
Wasseropfer 6 70 .
lliku [Del 65 37 end] Sacrificial lamb, Opferlam.
PI. nike 10 l0G .
Ipi nakaru tear down, zerstoren, aksud abbul ak-
kur 2 131 and passim in historical inscriptions.
VHb iiaratll II 1 hinder, erscliweren. Part, m u n i r r i t u
35S
,
Used as auxiliary of a verb in perm, (tran-
sitive) 6 72 .
TD nararu help.
nararutu [Del 65 34] Help, Hiilfe l 75 .
nisil Existence, Existenz. cstr. nis, particle of swea-
ring, Schwurpartikel, (like, su m) 8 45 . cf. also s, IpD.
m: liasu bear, lift, tragen. Prt. is si. Prec. lissuni
42
3 pi. for passive 2 llT . Perm. fern. s. nasata9 80 .
assi katia, 1 G5 ,I lifted my band, ich erhob meine
Hand. Ill 1 Prt. us assi cause to carry, zu tragen
veranlassen 10 92 .
llisu lifting up, Erhebung, nis kati, Prayer, Ge-
bet 9 103 .
7)Vn nisu People, Volk. PI. nise.
nisutu Family, Hausyenossenschaft l 30 v. sallatu {pbD).
pW) nasaku kiss, kitssen. Ill Idem, used with sepu
foot to denote submission.
"flSfa nasru Eagle, Adler. PI. nasre.
bni lie, liegen. Prt. sa ina mull hi usibu ittilu,
[Del 49b] 620 , wherein be was wont to sit and
lie down, too er zu sitzen und sich hinzulegen ge-
wohnt war.
D.
^*3D sibu seventh, siebenter 4 110
,
adi sibisu, at seven
different times, siebenmal 6 10 .
Si-Gar »to establish abundance" Feast day of Gula,
Fest der Gula.
tthD sessu [Del 48] sixth, sechster.
DID Simanu Month of Sivan, Monat Siwan. 3d month
890 . On m pronounced as v, cf. Del 44.
pID saku be narrow, eng sein. II 1 reduce to straits,
bedrilcken. Prt. usik 2 55 .
sfiku Street, Strasse. PI. sukani and suke.
nnD rebel, abfallen. Prt. fern. s. tasihu 5 1G .
43
sihu Rebellion, Aufstand 3 s .
sahmastu Uprising, Emporung 10 n .
^nD safcapu overthrow, niederwerfen. Prt. ishup.
I "iHO suhiru sucking animal. Tierjunges 905 .
11 inD saharu turn oneself, otcA wenden. s i h i r t u.
1) Outer wall, Ringmauer 9 124 , 2) Totality, ^e-
samtheit, ana sihirtisa, in its whole extent, in
seinem ganzen Umfang, 3 33 , 10 75 .
iTD sittu, Situ the other, der andere 492 . PL sittuti,





sittu Remainder, Rest. 4 92 . PL sitati.
bDD sukallu Guardian, Messenger, Aufseher, Bote 980 .
TVD throw, throw off reject, werfen y verwerfen. Prt.
isli, islu 2 115 (= is-li- u), isla 7 87 (= isli-a)
[Del 38a].
salatu Relatives, Verwandtschaft I 30 .
sullu Part of the street used for trafic, Strasse.
PL sulle 4 87 .
^D sillatu Insolence of speech, Vermessenheit 4CG .
D^D salimu Treaty, Bundniss l 123 .
sulummu [Del 65 22] Confederation, Bundgenossen-
schaft lm .
]DD samnu eight, acht.
Sin-ma-gir amel Sin-magi r, Official, Beamterl**.
p3D sanaku 1) press, bedrdngen. 2) be submissive, unter-
wilrjig sein. Perm, sanik la sanku 9 ,n . IV 1 be
made submissive, unterwurfig machen. Prt. issan-
kamma 804 .
44
masnaktu Press of a throng, Gedrdnge 8 14 , 9 U0 .
SUllku Hunger, Hunger.
sisu Horse, Pferd. PI. sise.
1DD sipittu [Del 48] Sadness, Trailer 7 15 .
HDD III implore one, jemanden anflehen. Inf. suppu
4'\ Prt. u s a p p i 4
9
.
)DD sapanu. subdue, uberwdltigen. Prt. ispun 2 120
, 6 100 .
2) slay, erschlagen 4 73 .
HDD saparu Net, iVete 4 01 .
siparru Bronze, Bronze 10 100 .
IpD speak, sprechen. Ill 1 with adu, cause to take





TID surdu Bird of prey, Raubvogel 10 15 .
11D surrati Uprisings, Emporungen. PI. used as sing
J
130 701
"[HO be regular, regelmdssig sein. sattukku [Del 6523].






~0D pagru Body, Corpse, Leib. cstr. pa gar. PI. pa-
gre auaei pagru 7 39 .
pD padanu Road, JF^, urhu padanu, way of march,
Marschweg l 74 .
pu Mouth, Tongue, Word utterance, Mund, Aus-
spruch pi muttalli l 13 v. Wh, pu sakanu,
make an alliance, Biindniss schliessen 3 I0C , ana
45
is ten pi utirru, he united them into an agree-
ment, er vereinigte sie in einem Bilndniss 400
,
ki pi
according to entsprechend 10 47
,
pisunu, their
tongues 4 G0 .
ITS be hidden, puzru Secrecy, Heimlichkeit. PL puz-
rati 6 G0 .
pazru secret, geheim, pi. pazrati 605 .
nno piM tax.
pahatu Satrapy, Verwaltungsbezirk, bel pahati,
Satrap, Statthalter. PI. bel pahate 9 117 .
"1I1D paharu assemble, sich sammeln. II 1 Prt upahhir
cause to assemble l 8
,
2 23 .
puhru Assembly, Versammlung. cstr. puhur.
napharu Totality. Gesamtheit. cstr. naphar,
napharsun all of them 3 105
,
naphar mati-
ia 9 44 . [Del 65 31 end].
patu Territory, Gebiet, Used in phrase, ana pat,
gimrisa in its whole extent, in seinem ganzen
Umfang 4 102 et passim.
"ftDD pataru split, spalten. II 1 open, offnen. Prt upat-
tir I 45 .
patru Sword, Dolch, patar sibbi, Girdle sword,
Gicrteldolch 73G .
palu period of rule, Regierungszeit l 51 .
rfe palahu fear, fiirchten. Prt. iplah 7 3S . Part, palihu.
palihsu, his worshipper, sein Anbeter, 4GH . PI.
palihuti 6n . 12 Prt. iptallah 2 105
,
6 3 \
palhis with reverence, ehrfurchtig, p a 1 h i s k a n s i s,
46
with reverence and submission, ehrfurchiig und
untertan 10 40 .
puluhtu Fear, Furcht 4 120
,
8 03 .
D^D palasu IV 1 see, sehen. Prt. 1 s. appal is 28s .
who palasu bore through , durchbohren. Prt. 1 s.
aplus 9 ,0G .
HjD panu Face, Antlitz. cstr. pan, before, vor, ina
pan, against, gegen 2 122 . v. by\. 2) former time,
frilhere Zeit l 115 .
ODD pasasu blot out, tilgen. Part, pasisu hit ate,
forgiving sins, Siinden vergebend 4 38 .
IpD pakadu manage, appoint one to a position. Auf-
sieht iiber etwas filhren. Prt. ipfc;id. II 1 Idem,
Prt, upakid l 58 (== upakkid),
pikitttt Official post. Aufsichtsbehorde I 112 .
N10 cut off, abschneiden. Prt. ipru* 4 135 . Ill slay,
erschlagen. Prt. uparri' 985.





/G of a cubit. I
47
..
parganis as in a desolate place, wie in der Wuste 6 10C .
mo paru Mule, Maultier, PI. pare.
parzillu Iron, Eisen.
I "pB treat with violence, Gewalt veriiben, III 1 inflict
anything upon one with violence, Gewalt antun.
Prt. usaprik 2 122 .
II "pD block, versperren. Perm, parik, stand as a
bulwark, als Riegel vorlag 4 125
,
parku. II 1 Perm,
purruk, block up, versperren 482 .
47
DD1D IV [Del 117 IV], cease, aufhoren. Inf. naparka,
la naparka, unceasing, unaufhorlich 4 109 .
parraku room in a temple set apart for the abode
of a deity, Holy of holies, Gottergemach l 24
,
6 124,48G .
DID purimu wild ass, Wildesel. PI. purime.
D"ID parasu divide, decide, scheiden, entscheiden. Prt.
iprusa ahutu, he severed (our) friendship, er
trennte die Freundschaft 3 108 . Inf. ana paras
ramanisunu, to separate themselves. 2) restrain,
zuriickhalten 7 89 . Perm, mimma parsu, whatever
things are considered 3 73 . II 1 portion out, ver-
iheilen. Prt. uparris 94G .
purussu Decision, Entsckeidung.
piristu Idem, asar piristi, place of decision,
Orakelort 5 129 .
JHD lie, deceive, liigen. Prt. iprus 383 .
par§u Decree, Gesetz. PI. parse, cf. sarrat parse,
Queen of decrees — a title of Is tar 10 02 .
pirsa dirty water, Kotwasser 9 37 .





10 12 . Inf. la naparsudi 401
,
not
to be escaped. IV 3 flee, asar ittanaprassidu,
whither he fled, wohin er floh 10 14 .
mD partita Alabaster, Alabaster abnn paruti 6 40 .
TWE pasahu be appeased, sich beruhigen. Ill 1 appease,
besanftigen. Prt. usapsih 5 120 .
*WQ pasaru give money, pay, Geld weggeben, bezahlen,
Prt. ipsur 6 15 .
48
passuru [Del 652S ] Dish, Table set for the banquet,
Schussel, Tafel 3°°.
tt^D pasasu annoint, salben. Prt. ipsus. Prec. 1 ip-
sus 10 l12 . IV 1 annoint oneself, sich salben. Prt.
bl. ippasu (=z ippasisu) 6 21 .
NHD pittu, ina pitti, straightway, suddenly, plotz-
lich. 9 G1 .
NtHD pitti open, confess, 6ffnen ) bekennen. Prt. ipti
ipta 3 17 .
riDD patahu pierce, durchbohren. II 2 stab, erstechen.
Prt. uptattehu ah a mis, they stabbed each
other, sie erstachen einander 7 37 .
pflD pataku make, machen. Prt. ipti k.
pitkn finished piece of work, fertiges Werk. cstr.
pitik, pitik tu idem 10 77 . 2) Building construc-
tion, Bauwerk.
|KS senu Sheep, Schafe.
")N»2J be high, hoch sein.
seru Back, Rucken. cstr. sir, against, among, upon,
gegen, unter.
siru high, strong, hoch, stark. Fern, sirtu. PI. m.
siruti; fern, sirati.
II "INS throw down, niederwerfen.
seru Plain, Valley, Ebene l 112 , 3 133 .
I *Q2* sabu Soldier, Krieger. PI. sabe, sab 6 tahazi,
Fighting men, Kampfer.
49
II *Q2J sabitu Deer, Gazelle. PI. sabati.
mi* sumbu [Del 52] Cart, Lastwagen. PI. sum be.
rOS sabatu seize, capture, nehmen. Prt. isbat. With
sepu (foot), as sign of submission, isbat sepa-ia,
he grasped my feet, er umfasste meine Filsse.
Impt. sab at 298 . Inf. cstr. sabat l 34 v. DDK.
II 1 Prt. usabbit. Idem. Ill 1 Prt. usasbit-
sunuti I caused them to take, ich liess sie
nehmen 1 74 .
sibtu Grasping, das Erfassen, sib it kati, property,
Eigentum 9 105 .
inn sihru young, small, ktein, jung. PI. sihruti.
I rb)Z saltu Enmity, Feindseligkeit, bel salti-ia, my
enemy, mein Feind 1 3S .
seltitu Idem 3 123 .
II rb)Z III implore, anflehen. Prt. us alii.
I ?72J salalu lie down to rest, sich zur Ruhe Ugen, 1 a
salalu, Unrest, Rastlosigkeit 6 75 .
II TOf shade, protect, beschatten, bescliutzen.
sillu Protection, Sc-hirm, »? sillu, Canopy, Balda-
chin is sa silli 4 G4 Idem.




salulu [Del 65 n ] Shield, &/uVm 10 G4 .
D^ salmu Picture, Statue, Bildniss. cstr. salam. PI.
salmani.
tfDSJ sumiml Thirst, Durst.
P|DS sippatu Fruit tree, Obstbaum. PI. sippa-ti l 50.
4
50
Y* sissu Wooden fetter, Holzfessel 2 100 .
mu sarahu cry out, schreien. IV 1 aroused by anxiety,
durch Sorge aufgeregt. Prt. issaruh kabitti,
my soul was disturbed l 04 .
sirihtu cry of woe, Weheruf 5 37 .
*px dye fdrben. Prt. isrup 343 .
I "TO sararu cast a lustre, gldnzen.
sariru Brass, Erz [Del 65 18] 6 11 , 6 23 .
II T12 oppress, sirritu Pain, Peinigung.
sutammu Builder, Baumeister 950 .
p.
iOp kibu speak, sprechen. Prt. ikbi, ikba iati,
[Del 109] be told me, er* sa#te mir 2 27 takbu-u
3 5 . 2) command, befehlen 3n .
kibitu. Word, Command, Rede, Befehl. cstr. kibit.
io 9 v. ran.
tap kablu Middle, M*te. Cstr. fcabal, in a kabal,
in tbe midst of, in a kabal tamti, in the
midst of tbe sea, mitten im Meere (said of islands)
1 G0 . Fem. kabal tu 9 48 idem. 2) Battle, Kampf,
k a b a 1 s u, his battle line, seine Schlachtlini$2 22 kabal
kakke, conflict of arms
;
Wajfenkampf V'\
"Op kibiru Burial, Begrdbniss 7 45 .
np katu Hand, Hand, Dual kata[Del 67 4]. 2) Strength,
Kraft, With malu v. tibo. ina kati, often used
in sense of ethical dative, ul usi ina kati-ia,
none escaped me, keiner entkam 403
,
i m n u k a-
51
tua they accounted themselves mine, sie rechneten
sich als zu mir gehorig 463 .
r\*p kfipu entrust, anvertrauen. kipu Prefect, holier Be-
amier. PL kipani I 58 . Written 5 1 (var) and 6SG .
amel Rab-kasti "chief of the bow" — a mili-
tary officer.
Wp kasu grant, schenken. Prt. ikis, akissu 2U . Impt.
used in, n. p. Bel-kisa "Bel bestow".
kalkaltu Hunger, Hunger 887 .
DDp burn, verbrennen. Prt. ikmu 2 131 .
TOp kimahhu Sarcophagus, Sarg. PI. kimahhe 6 70 .
pp kinnu Family, Familie 3 10 , 6 83 . 2) Nest 8 110 .
-)Qp kaparu II 1 demolish, vernichten. Prt. ukappir 629 .
I IMp kasaru bind, plan, binden, planen. Prt. iksur, l 30
gather together 9 ,2G
,
3 75 . Perm, kasir 381 kasir
nirtu, he planned murder, er plante einen Mord.
II 1 plan, planen. Perm, anuntu kussur 9 82
,
he plans opposition. 112 collect, uktassar 5 7G
,
variant uktatasar.
kisru Possession, Besitz 7 5
,
7 81 .
II TOp rage, grollen. Perm, kasir 4 38 .
ipp kakkadu Head, Kopf.
~\pp kakkaru Ground, Erdboden.
mp kirib v. TO.
21p karabu draw near, sich ndhern^ bele karabi,
weapons of warfare, Waffen 6 17 .
takribtu [Del 65 32^] Hymn of supplication, Buss-
psalm 489 .
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Tip kardu brave, strong, tapfer, stark. Fern, karittu
[Del 48 uud 68] 9'°, 9 ST .
kuradu. Idem. [Del 65 13] PL kurade, Warriors,
Krieger 5 109 .
kurdu Power, Macht 4 35 .




kastu Bow, Bogen »§ kastu.
nnp to come to an end, ein Ende nehmen, II 1 bring
to an end, beenden. Prt. ukatta 3 120 .
DfcT) be wide, weit sein. rebitu. PI. rebati, wide, open
spaces in a city, weite ojjene Pldtze 4 s2 .
DK»"1 re'u pasture, weiden 12 Idem. Prt. irte'u 8 00 .
re'u Shepherd, Hirt.
re'utu Government, Herrschaft 7 105 .
DNS "l ramil love, have mercy upon, lichen, schonen. Prt.
iram. Prs. iram.
remu Mercy, Erbarmen.
rinitu Darling, Liebling. Fern. part, of DN*"1 Bel it
rimtu Bel 9 13 "Belit loved one of Bel". Per-
haps, however, fern, of remu Wildox : "Wild
cow of Bel" cf. 9 7S Istar hurled my foes with
her horns".
naramu [Del 31a] Love, Liebe 8 02 .
naramtu Beloved, Liebling 10*27 .
II DN\~l rimu Wildox, Wildochs. PL rimani.
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rimtu Wild cow, Wildkuh v. ON\"i I.
p^al ruku far off, distant (both of time and space),
fern (in Bezug auf Ze'it- und Return-Distam) 2°°,
ultu urne rukdti, from distant days 6 !n . Fern,
ruktu 7 120 . PI. ruketi, distant places.
$*T) resu [Del 32a y] Head, Beginning, Haupt, Anfang,
ultu resi, at first, zuerst 33 amel resu, chief
officer, holier Beamter 6 S0
,
Prince, Prim 7 03 .
restu former, friiher. PL restuti 4 10G . 2) first, erst,
mar restu. first-born, Erstgeborener 8 97 .
restu best part, Bestes PI. reseti 7 1 .
EW%1 exult, jauehzen. resatu plural form used as sing.
[Del 32a y]. Gladness, Frohlichkeit 10 55 .
fcWI arba'u four, fourth, vier, viertel. Fem. irbitti,
kibrat irbitti m, four regions, vier Weltteilc
.
10 58 .
rDI rabu be large, grow to maturity, gross sein, auf-
ivachsen. Prt. irbi.
rabu great, gross. Fem. rabitu. PI. m. rabuti.
Fem. rabati.
rubu powerful, influential, erhaben. PI. m. rube
4 24 . Id. Nun 3 33 .
tarbitu [Del 65 32(/J Offspring, Spross, tar bit Si-
sara, product of Mt. Sisara 10° s .
p"l rabasu dwell, lagern. Ill 1 cause any thing to
dwell in a place, lagern lassen. Prt. usarbis 6 100 .
D^TI ragsimu call, rufen. rigmu clamor of voices, Ge-
schrei 6 101 .
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I nil impregnate, befruchten. ridutu Breeding, Zeu-
gung, bit ridfiti, Harem, Haremspalast P. mar
ridutisu, his own son, sein eigner Solm 3 18 .
II HT) go, gelien. Prt. irdi. Ill 1 cause to flow. Prt.
usardi 342 .
III m"l drive, rule, herrschen. Prt. gimir malke
irdu, all kings ruled, alle Konige regierten l 29 .
IV mi attach, hinzufugen. II 1 Idem. Prt. uraddi.
pi be helpful, hulfreich sein. resu Helper, Heifer. PI.
resuti, resutia, my helpers. PI. also rese 8 34 .
resutu Help, Hulfe. alak resutisu, coming to his
help, ihm zu Hilfe kommend 4 32 .
ym rahasu trust, vertrauen. Prt. irhus, with eli (of
thing upon which one trusts), mit eli (derSache).^ 102 .
JTH leave over, iibrig lassen. riKtu, Remnant, Rest 48! .
231 rakabu ride, reiten,
rakbu mounted messenger, Bote amel rakbu moun-
ted man, Reiter l 129 .
rukubu [Del 65 17] act of riding, Fahren I 34, 2 14 .
narkabtu [Del 65 31 and 174] Chariot, Streitwagen 4G4 .
roi markitu Refuge, Zuflucht, bit markiti 10 13 .





. 2) surround, umschliessen, with




rikistu civil law, gesetzliche Ordnung. PL rlksati
1 ,1G .
markasu Band, Band l 24
,
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TO1 rukusu Possession, Besitz 9 30 .
DD1 ranift throw, werfen III 1 cause to inhabit. Double
ace. of person and thing, doppelter Ace. (a) der
Person und (b) der Saclie 6 124
.
"p") ramaku pour out libations, Trankspenden ausgiessen.
Prt. irmuk 621 .
nunami reflexive and emphatic personal pronouu
(ipse), ramansu himself, sich selbst [Del 55c].
DD~) rasabu destroy, kill, zerschlagen, erschlagen. Inf.
rasib 7 35 . Ill Idem. Prt. urassib 4 2
,
5 110 .
#D"I rapasu be wide II 1 make wide, erweitern. Prt.
urappis 10 07 . Inf, ruppus 10 75 .
rapsu wide, weit.
F)2n rasapu build, aufbauen. Prt. irsip 10°°.
tttth russu brilliant, prachtvoll.
DEH be terrible, schrecklich sein, rasubbatu, Terror,
Schrecklichkeit 2 20 (with obj. genitive).
T)VT\ have, haben. Prt. irsi: often with remu, remu
arsi I had mercy, Gnade zeigen. Ill 1 with ba-
tiltu, cause to cease, aufhoren lassen. Prt. usarsi
2 112 .
Km fasten, befestigen. Ill Idem. Prt. uratti 10 1OG .
nm tartahu [Del 65 32] Spear, Speer 9 84 .
sa 1) Relative pronoun, who, wer. 2) Rel. Adv. as,
when, because, als, well 7 70
,
2 51 . In this sense evi-
dently abbrev. of ass u q. v. 2 30 , 8
88
. 3) Sign of the
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genitive when suffixes or words intervene between
construct noun and its genitive [Del 123, 2].
seu Grain, Getreide, se-am in nom. case 1 4G .
suatu that one, jener. Demons, pron. 3d mas. not
used as suffix. Written also sa-a-tu. PI. sua-
ttinu [Del 57].
sattu Duration, Dauer, ina sat musi during the
night, wdhrend der Nacht 5 07
,
3 119 .
b&W sa'alu ask, fragen. Prt. iS'al. With sulmu, to
send greeting, begluckwunschen, 2 101 45 , ana sa'al
sulme-ia to bring me greeting, mich zu begrussen.
13 Prt. istan'alu they asked, sie fragten 9 09 .
IKtf seru Flesh, limb of the body, Fleisch, Korperteil
PI. sere.
"IK3^ seru Morning, Morgen 10n .
t\tW run away, entrinnen. Prt. m. pi. isetuni 4G0 .
tfOltf be satisfied, satt sein II 1 satisfy, sattigen. Prt.
usabbu 9 GI .
nisbu Enough, Sdttigung 8 110 .
22W sibbu Girdle, Giirtel 7 3G .
BD# slay, erschlagen sibtu, Slaughter, Gemetzel 492
,
subultu Ear of corn, Aehre l 47 .
D2$ sabasu be angry, rage, zurnen, wiiten. Prt. isbus.
3. fem. s. tasbusu (var. su) 6 108 .
sabsu angered, erzurnt. Fem. pi. sabsati 48B .
I "Qttf sabru Magician, Magier amel sabru 3 118 .
II "Otf 111 break, zerbrechen. Prt. usabbir 5 n9 .
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1W sigaru cage for animals, Tierkafig 9m .
"11$ draw, ziehen Inf. sadadu i? u sa sadadi, Royal
chariot, Galawagen 4 G4
,
6 22 . Prt. isdudu ina
sapli-ia they drew away under me, sie zogen
\an demselberi] unter mir 1C ?0 .
TYW sadu Mountain, Berg, Determ. before names of
mountains. PI. sade, also sadani.
JTW sadahu march in procession, feierlich einherschrei-
ten. sadahu Procession, day of procession, Pro-
zession 8 98 .





SU Fern. sa. 1) Nominal and verbal suffix of 3d sing.
[Del 56] 2) Demonstrative pron. su this one, dieser
[Del 57]. Fern, si 6 no . PL m. sunu. Fern. sina.
m) fly, fliegen. Prs. is a', isa'u 8 88 .
"11$ sedu Bull image, Stiergott. — protecting the city
and temple gates.
Wtf satu bear, ziehen. Prt. isut. With niru to bear
the yoke, das Joch tragen 7 88 , 2 125 .
pyitf sepu Foot, Fuss. Dual sepa [Del 67 4].
~\W go about, intrude, einherziehen, eindringen. II 1 Idem.
Prs. usar 6GG .
masaru Wheel, Rad. 4™.
DW sutu. cstr. sut. Particle indicating genitive or con-
struct relation, Genitivpartikel. ilani sut sami-e
irsitim, gods of heaven and earth. 2) Preposi-
tion, because of, wegen 5 3G
,
concerning, bezilglich 7 1G .
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2W sizbu Milk, Milch 9 07 .
nnt^ salm Pig, Schwein. PI. sahe.
OTtf sahatu pull off, abziehen. Prt. ishut 10 5
.




sitru Writing, Schrift. cstr. sitir 10 li2 .
Dv# samu fix, festsetzen. Prt. isim, isinius [Del 39]
3 S\ Prs. isamrou 9 4s
,
sa isimu-inni, with
which they established me, tcodurch sie mich ein-
setzten 10 44 .
sinitu Decree, Fate, Bestimmung. cstr. si mat.
D$ sakanu do, make, tun, machen. Prt. iskun, sa
askunu whom I appointed 2 32 . Prs. isakkan
Inf. cstr. sakan. Perm, sakin, be in a certain
condition, mala ittisunu saknu as many
as stood with them, so vide mit ihnen standen
2 1 . With panu to direct one's attention, Acht
haben auf etwas 333 12. Prt. istakan to esta-
blish, place, feststellen. Ill 1. Prt. us as kin, cause
to do 9 s . IV 1. Prec. lis sakin cause to be made,
machen lassen l 125 . Prt. issakin be brought
about, entstehen 9 58 . With napistu v. sub $D3.




saknu Governor, Statthalter. PI. am el saknuti 68G .
isukuttu [Del 496] general designation for anything
well made, Fabricat.
sikittu Construction, Bau 10 so , 10 70 «
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maskaim dwelling place, Wohnstdtte.
Ribvt salu throw, werfen l 34 .
I"6$ salhu Outer wall, dussere Mauer.
B^# salatu acquire, possess, besitzen I 2 Idem. Perui,
fern, sit lu tat 9 77 .
saltis as a conqueror, gebieterisch.
"j^ tear out, ausreissen. Prt. isluk 4 G9 .
bbw salalu plunder, pliindern. Part, islul, carry away
as plunder, als Raub wegtragen 3 G7 .
sallatll Booty, Captives, Beute, Kriegsgefangene.
sallatis as booty, als Beute, With manu, to hold
as booty e. g. 6°.
I obv? salamu be whole, sound, wohlbehalten sein. Prt.
islim. Ill preserve, complete, bewahren, voll-
fzihren. Part, m u s a 1 1 i m u 10 72 .
sulmu Welfare, Wohlbeftnden. With sa'alu q. v.
salmu Idem. 401 . Peace, Friede. 5 2G .
salmis successfully, wohlbehalten.
sullummil [Del 65 3sj Prosperity, Gedeihen 5 41 .
II d")W salamtu Corpse, Lekhnam.
pbw III open the veins, aufschlitzen. Prt. usallik 9 3G .
-6tf sallaru Wall, Wand 10 84 .
W^Wsalasu. Fern, salaltu [Del 75J three, drei. salsu
[Del 76] third, ein dritter 2 49 .
amcl Salsu-kissati. Captain of three companies,
Feldherr von drei Abieilungen 6 s7 .
D# smmi Name. cstr. sum. Particle of swearing,
Schivurpartikel sum ilani, by the gods l 21 .
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tf<.0^ seniu hear, horen. Prt. is ma, ismu = is-
me-u 251 .
senm favorable, gunstig 1081 .
Ti'Ot sanm Heaven, Himmel.
PIDttf samahu fruitful, ilppig wachsen II 1 Idem. Perm.
fern. pi. summuha l 50 .
DDW samimi Plant, Pflanze. Determ. before names of
plants, saramu ui'SU 6 79 .
ptf saimiu Oil, 01 10 112 .
1D# rage, w;«^n III 1 Inf. cstr. susmur kakkeAsur,
the fierceness of the Assyrian arms, die Wut der
assyrischen Waffen 7 10 .
samru wild, turbulent, wild 5 95 .
\V sattu Year, Jahr. PI. sanati.
sattisamma [Del 80 /3] yearly, jtihrlich 2U .
rMti repeat, wiederholen I 2 keep on repeating. Prt.
isteni II 1 inform, melden. Prt. usanna 1 G3
,
2 102 . 2) change, dndern. Prt. usannima 8° v.
sanu another, em anderer, sanumma [Del 79a]
any other, irgend ein anderer 1 12G . 2) second, zwei-
ter 2 28 .
sanamma [Del 79a] again, wieder 4 120 .
sanianu, a second time, zum zweiten Mai 5 34
,
4 18 .
sanitu. Id. 8 u, Time, Mai. 7* n seven times, siebenmal.







nD^ scatter, ausbreiten III Idem. Prt. usappih 6 S0 .
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?C$ sapalu be low, niedrig sein. saplu what is beneath,
unten befindlich, Fem. saplitu [Del 65 37 J t a ra-
ti in sap lit "The Lower Sea" l 10 .
saplu Ground, Boden. cstr. sapal, beneath, water
ina sapli-ia under me, unter mir 10 30 .
saplu Depth, Tiefe. cstr. supul 5 20 .
saplanu [Del 65 35] inwardly, innerlich 3S1 .
")Dtf saparu send, schicken. Prt. ispur 13 Idem. Prt.
istanappara 2 111 .
sipru Commission, Message, Sendung, Botschaft. mar
sipri Messenger, Bote 2 27 .
naspartu [Del 65 31 ] Command, Befeld 5 7 .
Hp$ saku be high, hocli sein. II 1 make high, erhohen.
Prt. usakki 10 80 .
saku high, hocli.
bpW sakalu weigh, wiegen. siklu Shekel, ScheJcel.
Dptt> sakummatu [Del 65 23
J
Sorrow, Woe, Leid 3 3 .
l^pty sakkastu [Del G5 24] Massacre, Gemetzel 4 93 .
TTW saru III dedicate, weihen. Prt. usarri 10 107 .
mitf be mighty, riesig sein. 12 Part, multarhu [Del
51 3] the audacious one, der Kuhne 3 37 . II 1 make
very large, riesig machen. Prt. usarrih 10 07 .
tasrihtu very large number, gewaltige Menge 10 10G .
plti saraku grant, allot, schenken. Prs. 3 124 isarrak
T)# sarru King, Konig. cstr. sar. Fem. sarratu,
Queen, Konigin.
sarrtitu Royal power, Konigslierrschaft [Del 6534].




identified with Niuib. 6 30 .
nn^ satu drink, trinken. Prt. isti. 12 Idem. Prt.
is t at i. Prs. istatti 9 37 .
mastitu, [Del 65 31rt ] Drinking water, Getrdnk 8 104 ,
"[n# mastaku living room, Wohnraum. 10 72 .
mastaktu Weight, Gewicht 2 42 .
a
DNTi tamtu Sea, i¥e^r. Once ti-amat 25g
. Genitive
always tamtim.
iOn go forth, ausriickeu. Prt. i t b i.
tebfi Enemy, Feind PL amel tebe 305 .
tibu Onslaught, sudden advance, Ansturm 3 34 , 8 72 .
tibutu Attack, Angriff l ul .
"pn tabaku pour out, ausgiessen. Prt. itbuk.
tibku a linear measure, ein Ldngenmass 10 7G .
Tin taru return, sich wenden. Prt. itur. II I cause to
return, restore, wieder herstellen, Prt. utir. Ill 1




taiartu Return, Rilckkehr 3 52
,
5 41 .
tahsizu Battle, Schlacht arael tahazi Soldier, Soldat,
kakke tahazi, Weapons of warfare, Kriegswaffen
amel sabe tahazi su, his soldiers, seine Soldaten
l 80 .
b^r\ takalu be strong, trust, stark sein, vertrauen. Prt.
itkil with ana 3 127 . II 1 strengthen, stdrken.
Prt. utakkilanui (who) strengthened me 8 5a
.
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tiklu Helper, Heifer PL tikle 1°.
tukultu Strength, Help, Starke, Hiilfe, mahaz
tukulti, Fortress, Festung 3 1 , 54 , GS . PI. mahaz
tuklati.
tuklutu Concubinage, Concubinat. Id. « al Si- Dub
(u-ti) 2 57 , GG , 322 .
!"6n tilu Hill of ruins, Triimmerhiigel, T i 1 - T u p p u
"Hill of Tupu" 5 52 .
Tik-EiMia= amei Resu-elii [?]). A state official
at Sapibel in Gambula, ein Beamter zu Sapibel
in Gambula 303 .
PlDn tamu speak, sprechen. Prt. itmu. Prs. itamu.
nDn ^tamahu seize, fassert. Prt. itmuh. 11 1 seize,
bind, fassen, binden. Prt. u t a m m i h.
HDH tamirta fertile land around a city, Meadow,
fruchibare Umgebung einer Stadt, Wiese 3 41 .
mn tirliatu Dowry, Mitgift 2°'.
yWi stretch out, ausstrecken. Prt. itrus. Ill 1 cause
to be reared, aufbauen lassen. Prt. usatris.
tarsu Direction, Richtung, ina tarsi I) towards, nach.
2) since, seit der Zeit 3 23 .
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